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respect. He imagined the day coming when somebody would say over the telephone : " Go and tell your boss, Monsieur Wazemmes ..." ; and he realised keenly that all the desirable things in life — knowing the secrets of a motor-car, sitting at your ease in a cafe, lounging about a racecourse with a pretty actress - would recede from or come closer to him, Wazemmes, exactly in proportion as he came closer to or receded from that status of an employer towards which workshop conversation, and the state of mind which it engendered, sometimes led him to feel disrespectful.
So he decided that it was better to strike a more moderate note.
" It's a matter of custom, you know," he said. " The boss can't very well help himself. Of course, he takes advantage of my going out to get me to run errands for him, when he has any."
" So your comrades have no hesitation about trusting their money to you, eh ? Obviously they know that you are a man on whom they can depend. Are there many of them, in your workshop ? **
The question disturbed Wazemmes a little. Might it not be a way of finding out whether he was carrying a good deal of money about him or not ? Wazemmes saw a series of time-honoured confidence tricks parading through his mind: exchange of note-cases, the " hidden treasure ** dodge, the ee Spanish prisoner " swindle, not to speak of straightforward pocket-picking or one of the various other forms of robbery.
Pocket-picking, robbery, did not seem very likely; the gentleman had nothing whatever of the highwayman about him. But what about some of the more subtle forms of swindling—some trick which would take you by surprise ? Wazemmes summoned to his rescue everything that he could muster in the way of knowledge of men, of the science of physiognomy. It did not amount to much.
" You don't imagine there are, do you ? " he replied. c * Half a dozen of them; and they haven't much money to risk/'

